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August 5, 2022

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Via Electronic Filing

RE: Application to Begin Service of Kinetic Movers, LLC, A-8925417; A-2022-3034028

Dear Secretary Chiavetta:

This letter is in response to your letter dated July 28, 2022 requesting further information regarding the 
above application, specifically seeking more information about applicant’s satisfaction of Applicant’s 
satisfaction of the minimum two years’ experience requirement codified at 52 Pa. Code 
§3.381(c)(1)(iii)(A)(II)(-I-). 

We have attached two letters from licensed household goods carriers demonstrating this experience:

1. A letter from Matthew Treharn, owner of A&M Friendly Movers, which employed Mr. Desario as a 
full-time employee for eight months in an Operations Manager role where he had high-level 
responsibility for daily operations. Mr. Treharn recognized Mr. Desario’s abilities in giving him 
responsibility for opening a location in another state. This experience is equivalent to having worked for 
a Pennsylvania-licensed mover since both states where Mr. Desario worked, North Carolina and Ohio, 
regulate movers through their public utilities commissions in a manner similar to Pennsylvania. See 
https://www.ncuc.net/Industries/transportation/transportation.html and 
https://puco.ohio.gov/transportation/movers. 

2. A letter from Steve Paparounis, owner of S&P Network’s Marathon Moving Solutions in 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, where Mr. Desario has served as a regular contractor for the past 
seventeen months. To be clear, the regulation requires experience “with a licensed household goods 
carrier or the equivalent,” and does not state that the experience must be as a W-2 employee. Mr. 
Desario served as a contractor rather than an employee since in addition to providing his own labor, he 
functioned as a staffing agency supplying employees to S&P to assist with loading and unloading at 
S&P’s moves. Mr. Desario’s company also separately provided load and unload services to customers 








